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Abstract
This article explores implications of the central position of the smartphone in an age of 
constant connectivity. Based on a qualitative study of 50 informants, we ask how users 
experience and handle temporal ambivalences in everyday smartphone use, drawing 
on the concepts flow and responsibilization to conceptualize central dimensions of 
such ambivalences. The notion of conflicting flows illuminates how brief checking cycles 
expand at the expense of other activities, resulting in a temporal conflict experienced 
by users. Responsibilization points to how users take individual responsibility for 
managing such conflicting flows, and to how this practice is difficult and conflict-ridden. 
We conclude that while individual time management is often framed as the solution to 
temporal conflicts, such attempts at regulating smartphone use appear inadequate. Our 
conceptualization of temporal ambivalence offers a more nuanced understanding of why 
this is the case.
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Introduction

This article analyses everyday experiences with the smartphone as an inroad to under-
stand how people experience and manage time in an age of constant connectivity. 
Constant connectivity describes a situation in which digital, datafied, and intrusive media 
shape our everyday lives (Chun, 2017; Das and Ytre-Arne, 2018; Van Dijck, 2013), 
intensifying dilemmas about the management of time and technology in areas such as 
work, family, leisure, or mundane activities. The smartphone has emerged as key in this 
context, as a meta-medium and container of our datafied selves (Rettberg, 2014), a “digi-
tal companion” (Carolus et al., 2018), and the chosen harbinger for a “procrastination 
economy” (Thussey, 2018). The mobile phone is by now taken for granted (Ling, 2012) 
and woven into a range of everyday life practices (Richardson and Hjorth, 2017). It is 
both an emblem of transforming relationships with time in everyday media use, and a 
tool for managing these transformations.

Cultural discourses on the smartphone are marked by dichotomous positions, one 
heralding its value for on-the-fly task management, efficient social networking or ubiq-
uitous entertainment, and the other cautioning against fragmentation of work and social 
life, warning of addiction and advocating detox and resistance (Syvertsen, 2017). Studies 
underline that ambivalence is a more realistic reaction than non-use, and that, user-phone 
relations are too complex to measure solely as stress or addiction (Carolus et al., 2018; 
Ribak and Rosenthal, 2015). Yet, the question remains as to how smartphone users bal-
ance between positions in their everyday lives. This question, we argue, points to funda-
mental concerns about how people experience and manage time in digital societies. Time 
is a fundamental structuring mechanism in interactions between individuals, social figu-
rations, and societal institutions. It refers to shared standards enabling coordinated activ-
ity, but also to subjective experiences of how time progresses, or what is valuable uses of 
time (Hall et al., 2018; Jordheim, 2014). In this article, we consider time a universal, yet 
personal resource to manage, and approach it through media and technology as part of 
the everyday. Temporal dimensions have long been part of theorization of the cultural 
and social organization of media in everyday life (Morley, 1992; Radway, 1984; Scannell, 
1996), but emerges as ever more central in the context of constant connectivity and 
devices such as the smartphone (Hall et al., 2018; Rauch, 2018).

Taking the conflicting discourses on smartphones and concerns over managing time 
as our starting points, our research question is the following: How do users experience 
and handle temporal ambivalences in everyday smartphone use? Our analysis high-
lights and investigates the notion of temporal ambivalence, which refers to contradic-
tory feelings over how time should be spent. Although there is no evidence that people 
have less free time than in earlier eras, the experience of being pressed for time, and 
conflicts over time as a limited resource, appear to have increased with capitalism, cul-
tures of modernity, and digital technology (Bauman, 1990; Ribak and Rosenthal, 2015; 
Wajcman, 2015). Temporal ambivalence combines time as a fundamental category with 
ambivalence as the co-existence of potentially clashing positions. Our analysis unpacks 
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temporal ambivalence in smartphone use, highlighting the relevance of the concept to 
broader debates on constant connectivity.

To achieve this, our analytical framework joins together theories of flow and 
responsibilization. Pertaining to flow theory, the notion of conflicting flows is used to 
discuss contrasts between flows that are experienced as joyful and wasteful, and 
between smartphone use and other activities. We particularly emphasize smartphone 
checking, demonstrating how checking cycles intended to fill time-gaps expand at the 
expense of other activities; so that filling time becomes connected with losing time. 
Pertaining to responsibilization theory, we use the notion of conflicting responsibili-
ties to discuss how individuals struggle to manage time within contradictory cultural 
discourses and social norms, and explore strategies reported by users to handle the 
conflicts. Methodologically, this article is based on a large-scale qualitative study of 
cross-media use in Norway, involving in-depth interviews with 50 informants. In 
what follows, we discuss our theoretical perspective and methodological approach, 
before analyzing central dimensions of temporal conflicts, and concluding with theo-
retical and empirical implications.

Theoretical perspectives: smartphones, flow and 
responsibilization

The smartphone has been described as the ultimate meta-medium, involving an “expo-
nential leap in the range of possible uses” compared to earlier media going mobile 
(Humphreys et al., 2018: 2793). There is extensive evidence of the growing global 
prominence of smartphones (Deloitte, 2018; Newzoo, 2018). Focusing on countries 
with high ICT penetration, 91% in our case, country Norway report access to a smart-
phone (MedieNorge, 2018). This figure corresponds to the United Kingdom where a 
study also finds that users spend more time on the Internet through the smartphone 
compared to other devices (Kuss et al., 2018). In the United States, 68% of Americans 
sleep with their smartphone next to their bed and 79% start using it within 15 minutes 
after waking up (David and Roberts, 2017). The Reuters Digital News Report, annu-
ally comparing news consumption across more than 30 countries, shows a steep over-
all increase in the use of smartphone for news, with 62% reporting such use on a 
weekly basis in 2018 (Newman et al., 2018: 27), while the corresponding figure for 
Norway is 70%.

Extensive smartphone use can be explained by versatility and usefulness. The 
smartphone is a social hub and navigation tool, used for communication and micro-
management of daily life (Thorhauge, 2016), as a preferred device for news, and a 
platform for entertainment such as location-based gaming (Frith, 2013) and music 
streaming (Nag, 2018). Importantly, the smartphone and its apps are designed to cap-
ture and hold on to users’ attention. Through gamification features such as badges, 
levels and points, and behavioral stimuli including likes and notifications, smartphone 
apps are made to stimulate frequent use and loyalty (Alter, 2017; Walz and Deterding, 
2015). These insights indicate how smartphones can impact time in daily life. To high-
light the temporal ambivalences embedded in smartphone use, we mobilize the con-
cepts flow and responsibilization.
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Flow theory

The flow concept is used in different ways, both within and outside media research. In 
the context of media production, flow relates to the sequencing of content into an order 
that stimulates continued use. The use of the concept emerged in the 1970s as a key-
word in television studies (White, 2003), describing scheduling practices across con-
secutive programs, to hold on to viewers’ attention (Williams, 2008 [1974]). Television 
scholars have further developed this concept in the face of channel proliferation, for 
instance, to describe the total output of all TV channels as a “super flow,” compared 
with flows on individual channels and the specific flows created by each viewer 
(Jensen, 1992).

A different flow concept with some overlapping features has been employed to 
describe interactive media technologies. Early research found that web surfing could 
facilitate experiences of “optimal flow” where users became completely absorbed in 
activities like chatting or searching for information (Chen et al., 2000). In game studies, 
flow has similarly been used to describe players getting into “the zone.” While this 
refers to user experiences, the flow is contingent upon design features. To successfully 
keep the player immersed, the activity must be designed not to be too demanding or too 
simple (Juul, 2005: 112). A direct inspiration is the framework developed by psycholo-
gist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi in the 1970s: To him, flow is a mental state characterized 
by an intense focus on a skill-demanding activity with clear goals, giving a sensation of 
exercising control, and positive emotional rewards (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). The state 
of flow can be reached through activities like sports, work, and play (Csikszentmihalyi 
and LeFevre, 1989), like the example of a rock-climber focusing on how to traverse 
safely, oblivious to the rest of the world. One important aspect of flow is that self-
awareness is lost as it merges with action: “he is aware of his actions but not of the 
awareness itself” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975: 38). Sense of time may be altered, either 
appearing to drastically slow down, or to pass faster, and there is “little distinction 
between self and environment, stimulus and response, or between past, present, and 
future” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975: 36).

Consequently, the flow concept can describe an enjoyable experience, but also refer 
to mechanisms designed to keep users hooked and distort their sense of time. The latter 
understanding is important in studies emphasizing negative consequences of excessive 
Internet use, and online addiction (Griffiths, 2005; Petry et al., 2014; Young, 1998). A 
core concern is how the flow experience might come in conflict with other needs, and 
compromise the overall ability to manage life (Chen et al., 2000: 264). This is also an 
emerging concern in psychological studies of the smartphone (Billieux et al., 2015; Kuss 
et al., 2018). A common topic is how smartphone design creates a flow experience where 
the user loses track of time and spends more time on the device than planned. This 
research hypothesizes that experiences of time distortion are associated with smartphone 
addiction (Kwon et al., 2013; Salehan and Negahban, 2013). This again refers to two of 
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) criteria for experiencing flow, that is, altered sense of time 
and loss of self-consciousness, without necessarily implying a positive flow experience. 
As smartphone use can give rise to flow experiences that users may not necessarily 
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enjoy, and which are experienced as conflicting with other aspects of life, it is relevant to 
explore how users handle such conflicts. To do this, we turn to responsibilization.

Responsibilization theory

As a concept from governmentality theory, responsibilization denotes increased indi-
vidualization of the responsibility for dealing with social risks and problems 
(O’Malley, 2009). It refers to processes where individuals are expected to take on 
more of the burden of managing risks and living a healthy life. As Lemke (2001: 201) 
describes it:

The strategy of rendering individual subjects “responsible” [. . .] entails shifting the 
responsibility for social risks [. . .] and for life in society into the domain for which the 
individual is responsible and transforming it into a problem of “self-care”.

Crucial in the responsibilization literature is the reliance on self-discipline mechanisms. 
For example, health policy documents envisage citizens to monitor and regulate their 
lifestyle (Galvin, 2002: 111), and health apps use gamification to stimulate activity 
(Munson et al., 2015).

In media research, responsibilization describes the tendency toward allocating more 
responsibility to individuals through measures such as media literacy (Livingstone, 
2007; Uusitalo, 2010). Historically, Europe has an extensive tradition of societal 
responsibility in media policy, and there has been a strong legacy of co-regulation by 
state and media businesses in the Nordic countries (Syvertsen et al., 2014). Governments 
and businesses are still expected to take responsibility in areas such as audiovisual 
content, protecting minors or combatting fake news (Milosevic, 2017). However, shift-
ing the focus from potentially harmful content, toward the overall pressure of digital 
technologies on people’s time, we find that individual time management is constructed 
as the key solution. Time management is the dominant recipe in self-help advice 
directed at media overuse, and also in the promotion of apps and software presented as 
solutions (Karlsen and Syvertsen, 2016; Syvertsen and Enli, 2019). Google’s Android 
and Apple’s IOS include software to stimulate users to monitor and set time limits, and 
to restrict notifications.

We can thus identify a potential conflict between allocating responsibility to regu-
lators, to media industries, and to individual users. Likewise, the pervasiveness of 
media in digital society implies that responsibilities for managing media use are not 
easily allocated to one particular sphere of life. Trnka and Trundle (2014) ask for 
studies of “competing responsibilities that reveal how neoliberal ‘responsible’ sub-
jects exist within a matrix of dependencies, reciprocities, and obligations.” Their 
analysis of care relations is particularly relevant to smartphone use, since caring for 
others involves responsibility that is not merely grounded in the autonomous indi-
vidual. The notion of conflicting responsibilities refers both to discourses of indi-
vidual versus societal responsibilities and to the different roles in which people enact 
these responsibilities.
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In our analysis, we draw on the concepts of conflicting flows and conflicting respon-
sibilities to explore two dimensions of temporal ambivalences in smartphone use, ask-
ing how ambivalences are experienced by users and how they can be explained.

Methodological and analytical approach

Our analysis is based on qualitative data from a comprehensive project on media use in 
Norway (Moe et al., 2019; Nærland, 2019; Ytre-Arne, 2019). The aim of this study was 
to investigate cross-media use (Schrøder, 2011) and public connection (Couldry et al., 
2010) through an open, informant-centered approach taking the perspective of users. In 
2016, 50 informants were recruited to mirror the Norwegian population, considering age 
(18+), gender, occupations, education levels, minority, and urban/rural representation, 
and asked to participate in two rounds of in-depth interviews and a media diary. This 
article draws on the first round, designed as a semi-structured in-depth interview about 
media use in the context of work, family, interests, leisure, local communities, routines, 
and habits. For instance, informants were asked to describe an ordinary day in detail, 
including which media they used in different situations.

The study was neither designed with a pre-defined focus on smartphones, nor with 
temporal ambivalences as a pre-defined analytical problem. However, the “day in the 
life”-approach (see also Groot Kormelink and Costera Meijer, 2019) is particularly 
relevant to investigate temporal aspects of media use, as it builds from the idea of an 
ordinary day as a recognizable timeframe to situate different experiences within. 
Further, initial analyses of the material, and subsequent analysis of news use and citi-
zen ideals (Ytre-Arne and Moe, 2018), placed smartphones at the very center of 
informants’ media experiences and uncovered ambivalent emotions. These findings 
merited dedicated in-depth analysis as is provided in this article through an integrated 
theoretical and analytical approach, in which we explain smartphone use through the 
notion of temporal ambivalences.

Our analysis of the interviews combined different approaches. In order to explore 
experiences of smartphone use, we drew on impressions from an initial analysis of the 
material and further conducted a systematic overview of all responses to questions 
about an ordinary day with media. We found that statements pertaining to temporality 
and ambivalence came up frequently in the material overall, and were discussed 
extensively by many informants, without particular demographic bias in terms of who 
these were. This was later confirmed by searches in NVivo for a series of relevant 
keywords. We focused in more detail on informants who explicitly articulated—
although in varying manners and to different degrees—temporal ambivalences con-
cerning smartphone use. Our main purpose was not to assess how typical these 
experiences were, but rather to investigate the characteristics of the phenomenon. In 
order do this, we apply theories of flow and responsibilization, as accounted for 
above, to identify and explain key dimensions. Hence, our discussion of two such 
dimensions—temporal ambivalences as conflicting flows and conflicting responsi-
bilities—is based on dynamic interchanges between readings of these theoretical per-
spectives and interpretation of our empirical material.
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Analysis: experiences of temporal ambivalence

We have already established the prominence and versatility of smartphones, but how is 
this experienced by users in the context of everyday life? When asked about an ordinary 
day, almost all 50 informants placed the smartphone at the center of their media use, inte-
gral to daily routines. This also included older informants; the only exceptions being a 
woman in her 80s who did not have a smartphone, and a woman in her 60s whose smart-
phone use was limited. Our informants used smartphones for a variety of purposes, of 
which the most important were messages and personal communications, news and social 
media, and practical micro-management of everyday life. In addition to reporting a high 
frequency of use (smartphones are used all the time) and pervasiveness (smartphones are 
used in a range of different situations), people expressed how practical and necessary the 
smartphone was for organizing life. However, they also reflected a polarized societal dis-
course as they expressed concerns about their dependence on the smartphone.

Prominent narratives found in our material reflect how smartphone use in only a few 
years has permeated a range of practices. In contrast to the spatiotemporal specificity of 
many other forms of media use, there is no singular place or time for using the smartphone. 
Smartphones embody constant connectivity, and this seeming lack of boundaries leaves 
users with the task of appropriately situating the smartphone in everyday life (see also 
Lomborg, 2015; Thorhauge, 2016). Different forms of ambivalence have been associated 
with mobile phone experiences (Sørensen, 2006: loc 772), including how mobile technolo-
gies afford greater flexibility in navigating work and family, but at the potential price of 
feeling invaded (Mark, 2015). This resembles a “connectivity paradox” (Fonner and 
Roloff, 2012; Ter Hoeven and Van Zoonen, 2015) outlining how digital technologies are 
experienced to both save and take time in working life. Following this perspective, we 
argue that the ambivalence detected in our material can be characterized as temporal.

Temporal ambivalences refer to co-existing contradictory notions about how time 
should be managed, are situated within the time structures of everyday life, and experi-
enced by individuals in this context. We note that this phenomenon, and the conceptual-
ization of it, is typical of, but goes beyond, the smartphone. Overall, accounts of being 
busy and not having enough time was a central theme in how people talked about their 
lives with media, particularly prominent not only among informants with children and 
full-time work, but also found among others. While many informants talked explicitly 
about time spent and wasted on smartphones, as we will outline below, others uttered 
vaguer statements hinting at the significance of time, such as “there is so much informa-
tion now” or “there is no time for everything.” A more detailed conceptualization of key 
dimensions of temporal ambivalence is, therefore, useful to understanding smartphone 
use, but also relevant to experiences of constant connectivity more broadly. We will dis-
cuss two such dimensions by drawing on the concepts of conflicting flows and conflict-
ing responsibilities.

Conflicting flows: filling and losing time

The notion of conflicting flows refers both to how flow experiences can be more or less 
joyful and riveting, and how they may come into conflict with flows embedded in other 
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activities. We use flows in the plural to indicate that the smartphone as a meta-medium 
can be characterized through the idea of multiple flows, but co-existing flows is also a 
broader characteristic of everyday life across social domains. A key affordance of the 
smartphone is to enable simultaneous engagement in or disconnection from many flows 
at once (Mannell, 2019), which has been noted to create temporal overloads (Burchell, 
2015). In our material, evidence of these conflicting flows emerged predominantly as 
informants talked about acts of smartphone checking.

Our systematic review of informants’ accounts of an ordinary day with media revealed 
that more than half explicitly mentioned “checking the smartphone” as part of their 
morning routine: waking up by the phone alarm clock, reaching for the smartphone 
before getting out of bed, checking it while having breakfast, taking the smartphone into 
the bathroom, or all of the above. Others who preferred radio or newspapers in the morn-
ing included smartphone checking in their narratives as they talked of leaving the house 
for work. Checking was intended as a quick way of orienting oneself toward social, 
local, or global events:

When I wake up, I usually check Facebook and Instagram and Snapchat, to see if something 
exciting has happened . . . if I have the time before I take a shower, I also check . . . the 
internet, you know, different discussion sites where something interesting could have happened 
overnight. (Sindre, aged 22, student)

I take a quick look at my phone . . . I have set up notifications from BBC news, so that they 
send me news in the morning. And then I check local news, just quickly, to see if something has 
happened. [. . .] Or traffic notifications, is there a jam somewhere? Just really quick. (Sissel, 
aged 36, works in administration)

We see here that grabbing the smartphone and assuring oneself that the world still 
stands is a way of framing daily activities. From then on, smartphone checking appears 
to be part of everything that happens. One informant said she checked Facebook “an 
insane number of times” during an ordinary day, even though she rarely sat in front of a 
computer screen—it was the smartphone that enabled the practice. Another compared his 
online news reading habits before and after the smartphone:

So, you actually had to physically walk over to that computer and sit there and read the news. 
If you wanted to. Maybe you did that once a day, as opposed to a hundred times a day [Laugther] 
It is actually that often if you start doing the math . . . or maybe 50 times, then, that you pick 
up your phone to take that little round. (Magne, aged 40, works in shipping)

Informants used the smartphone to keep up to date while working and talked about it 
as integral to taking a break. Some stories derailed, as informants shifted from talking us 
through their day to just talking about smartphone checking. And, as one informant 
observed, “before bed you take a round there, of course.”

With these patterns of use, informants engaged in a series of smartphone checking 
cycles, a distinct user pattern defined by Costera Meijer and Groot Kormelink (2015) as 
quick sessions to check the latest updates from multiple sources and “stay on top of all 
that happens in your personal life and the world at large” (p. 670). A checking cycle starts 
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by picking up the phone to scan through notifications, messages, news, social media or 
practical information. In the flow of daily life, checking cycles suit the purpose of filling 
time—of occupying small time-gaps between more attention-demanding activities. In 
line with other studies, checking is something that “comes across” in moments of leisure 
(Boczkowski et al., 2018), and a presumably pleasant, if not particularly intense, way to 
transform “passive time into active time” (Thorhauge, 2016: 65). Checking cycles are 
associated with breaks, waiting periods, down time, and transitions, and are intended to 
be quick. However, our findings underline that the smartphone as a meta-medium, and 
the gamification and design of apps, encourage users to continue once they have started, 
or to return to checking very soon again. The result is a temporal uncertainty in the extent 
and delimitation of checking cycles. This uncertainty is the root of conflicting flows.

Our informants described to us that when picking up the phone, notifications and 
messages on the lock screen were often checked first, and immediately, if they appeared 
while checking something else. Several informants talked of how sounds, “those red 
circles,” or other notification design features, were decisive as to whether they had to 
check:

You don’t feel that you actually decide to sit down to do it, but still spend all this time without 
thinking . . . it is there on your phone; you get notifications. (Stig, aged 32, works in the 
military)

I really don’t like it when the phone goes “ding” all the time. Now they have added a sound to 
Messenger . . . I mean, before the phone could be quiet for days. (Unni, aged 50, on disability 
benefits)

These quotes illustrate that notifications were instrumental in starting or prolonging 
checking cycles. Notifications were an unpredictable factor, coupled with other factors 
such as new content loading in the feed, or the variability of interesting links to follow or 
communicative exchanges to engage in. This implied that the duration and pattern of 
checking cycles became fundamentally difficult to control. Users did not know how 
much time it would take, specifically or overall, to check the smartphone. Some inform-
ants had no choice but to end checking cycles abruptly, as for instance a taxi driver who 
had to put his phone down when new customers entered, or parents of infants waking up 
in need of urgent attention. Without such external circumstances, ending the cycle was 
more difficult than starting it.

In a study of magazine reading in everyday media use, Hermes (1995) argued that 
magazines were made meaningful as “easily picked up and put down,” mundane but with 
seamless integration into fragmented everyday life. In contrast, smartphones are easily 
picked up but not easily put down. While seemingly inviting a brief, not too immersive 
glance, smartphone affordances encouraged users to continue checking once they had 
started. However, the integration of these expanding checking cycles into the temporal 
structure of everyday life became lagging and filled with tensions. Conflicts arose 
between the external flows of everyday life, into which smartphone checking was inte-
grated, and the internal flow of the smartphone checking cycle. Referring to 
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) flow concept, we found that smartphone checking partly 
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corresponded with the characteristic of a continuous yet predictable order of actions. 
Users could habitually follow the stream of content by scrolling or switching between 
apps, potentially losing self-awareness and sense of time in the process.

Drawing on a different aspect of flow, we further note that smartphone checking was 
not generally associated with particularly rewarding experiences or a positive state of 
flow. Checking could feel immersive, but was described as a fairly empty activity, with 
phrases such as “there is nothing there, really” or “waste of time”:

There is hardly any down time any more. Whenever you have to wait for something . . . you 
were on the phone waiting for me, right? The fascinating thing is that you completely disappear, 
mentally, into the unit. So, you can type away for half an hour, and then it is . . . gone. (Victor, 
aged 37, consultant)

In describing the time spent on checking as “empty” or “gone,” informants conflated 
the different activities they engaged in on the smartphone into one practice that was not 
highly valued, and replicated notions of an online/offline-divide, which has been prob-
lematized in research (e.g. Baym, 2015; Jensen, 2011; Wajcman, 2015). Earlier studies 
of mobile phone checking have highlighted more social micro-coordination throughout 
the day (e.g. Ling and Campbell, 2009). Importantly, our informants also made numer-
ous mentions of the smartphone as practical and useful but did not necessarily articulate 
that such positive values were realized through the practice of checking. This seeming 
contradiction speaks to a subjective experience of lost time. The temporal ambivalence 
was accentuated as the intention of filling time resulted in experiences of losing time. 
The lost time referred both to time designated to checking, and to the extra time that the 
checking cycle had infringed upon as it expanded.

To counter the problem of lost time, managing time became a key dimension of smart-
phone use. However, in attempting to manage time, users experienced the second key 
dimension of temporal ambivalence: conflicting responsibilities.

Conflicting responsibilities: time management, strategies, and social norms

After establishing that experiences of conflicting flows are central to temporal ambiva-
lences, we now turn to the empirical material in search of attributions of responsibility 
for the problem. Just as the individual flow of smartphone checking cycles may be expe-
rienced as conflicting with the social flows of everyday life, we find that individual 
responsibilization situates informants in a landscape of conflictual norms and practices. 
Some informants presented their individual behavior as faulting, while others appeared 
to reject such views. However, they appeared to accept and take for granted that they, 
individually, had to deal with the consequences by managing time better. When discuss-
ing how to handle conflicting flows, they neither pointed to manufacturers, content pro-
viders, social media platforms, nor to regulatory authorities, but rather placed the 
responsibility on their own shoulders:

It steals time. A lot of small chunks of time in-between just get lost to social media. If one 
wanted to be more efficient with one’s time, thinking through that would be the way to go. 
(Stig, aged 32, works in the military)
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I have tried, I will bring a book with me [on the bus to work]. But then I think I am just going 
to check the phone, and suddenly half the bus ride has passed, and I cannot bother to pick up 
the book. I get frustrated by wasting time. (Synne, aged 37, social worker)

In these quotes, two informants describe the problem of losing time to smartphone 
use, partly pointing to causes beyond the self (“It steals time”), but indicating potential 
solutions (“be more efficient with one’s time”, “I have tried . . . ”) that place responsi-
bilities at the individual level. Whether adopting to a jargon of efficiency, striving to find 
time for cherished activities, or considering cultural discourses about how boredom can 
foster creativity, strategies of time management emerged as instrumental to take control. 
While such strategies found in the material were diverse, they all originated in the alloca-
tion of individual responsibility; hence, fitting the thesis of responsibilization theory. We 
will draw on this theory to explain different strategies of time management concerning 
smartphone use.

For some informants, time management through self-regulation relied on willpower 
as the sole strategy: deciding, repeatedly, to not (extensively) use the smartphone, and 
then do as decided, every time. However, many appeared to subscribe to the view, 
described in other studies, that willpower does not suffice to control digital media use 
(Guyard and Kaun, 2018). They, therefore, added different supplementary strategies: 
managing settings describes doing something with the smartphone to make it less intru-
sive, such as turning off notifications. To impose spatiotemporal constraints, however, 
implied to do something about user patterns in everyday life, particularly to enforce rules 
to create time pockets where smartphones could not infringe. This also pointed to the 
necessity of social negotiations with others, for instance, within the family. Table 1 pre-
sents these strategies found in the material, and further details how each involves three 
phases—awareness, actions, and habits—as users recognize the problem, act to resolve 
it and seek to establish new routines. Each strategy was thus enacted over time.

The degree to which informants recognized these phases as part of their strategies, 
succeeded in moving from one to the next or even articulated the existence of strategies, 
varied considerably. However, when talking of their experiences with trying to do 

Table 1. Strategies for time management based on analyses of informant interviews.

Awareness Actions Habit-forming

Enforcing willpower Recognize yourself as 
part of the problem

Develop a strategy Resist pressure
Avoid slipping back

Managing settings Recognize smartphone 
affordances as part of 
the problem

Turning off notifications
Time-restraining apps

Continued management 
when updating soft- and 
hardware

Spatiotemporal 
constraints

Recognize everyday user 
patterns as part of the 
problem

Putting phone away
Limits on screen time

Enforce rules and adjust 
to new circumstances

Social negotiations Recognize social norms 
as part of the problem

No smartphone while 
children are awake

Monitor each other
Give feedback
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something, it was clear that these experiences were fraught with frustrations. Several 
had observed that managing smartphone settings was not done once and for all, as 
relentless changes in software implied temptations to slip back. Victor, the consultant, 
quoted earlier, was an example of someone who tried to actively manage settings, with-
out succeeding in eliminating all distractions. He had slipped into a habit of allowing 
notifications—even vibrations—from Facebook, and compared Facebook to the 
“Furby” toys his children played with: pet-like technological creatures that entice you 
by responding to your attention. He had fed the Facebook creature by allowing notifica-
tions on his phone, and the result was that it ate his time.

An example of someone who relied on spatiotemporal constraints was the hairdresser 
and mother Aina, who said that “the phone is, of course, used more than I want it to be.” 
She talked extensively of the rules she had set, such as not using the smartphone while 
her child was awake, and how she struggled to follow these principles while managing 
work, family, and household chores, aiming to make the most of time in a busy phase of 
life. Real estate developer John, whose work pushed toward an always-on mode, shared 
a similar experience:

It has become so bad that my son says “oh, you are on the phone all the time.” So that made me 
think. We are talking about . . . how to formulate some kind of plan, for putting the phone aside 
when we get home. But it is difficult. (John, aged 33, real estate developer)

This latter example points to another aspect of responsibility, namely responsibility 
for others, and the difficulty of social negotiations. While informants attributed the 
responsibility for handling problems to themselves, they had to formulate and exert 
potential solutions within the social contexts of their lives. This involved further man-
agement of responsibilities when allocating one’s time and attention. As noted by Trnka 
and Trundle (2014), care logics may imply competing responsibilities, as social actors 
move between different moral, ethical, and affective valences of what it means to be 
responsible subjects. Informants’ lives were complicated by insecurity about prevailing 
norms in light of rapid technological change. In The Culture of Connectivity, Van Dijck 
(2013: 19) points out how norms pertaining to sociality have changed: “Patterns of 
behavior that traditionally existed in offline (physical) sociality are increasingly mixed 
with social and sociotechnical norms created in an online environment, taking on a new 
dimensionality.” Two problem areas defined by our informants were how to navigate 
new norms for smartphone use in social situations and balance conflicting norms for 
parental responsibility.

Regarding social situations, informants in different age groups articulated fears that 
valuable forms of sociability were threatened by intrusive smartphone use:

I try to limit it . . . I do not really feel that I need to do it . . . but then it is a bit difficult just to 
sit there and watch people who sit there with their phones instead of talking to each other, so 
. . . I don’t like the direction we are heading, putting it that way. (Ove, aged 33, cargo handler)

I just think it is rude . . . people sit there in a party and say they have to respond to a message! 
They should be able to do that when they get home. But I guess they are so scared of missing 
out. (Ellen, aged 81, retired)
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These quotes illustrate tensions between different norms for phone use. The statement 
by an older informant on young people’s impoliteness and FOMO (Fear-of-missing-out) 
corresponds with research on elderly non-use and smartphone etiquette norms (Kadylak 
et al., 2018; Lüders and Gjevjon, 2017). However, as the younger informant shows, 
reacting to what is seen as impolite behavior is not only a problem for the elderly, and 
influences from others can be difficult to resist.

The second problem area, discussed extensively by several informants, was parental 
responsibility. Informants who were parents of small children and teenagers described 
serious personal dilemmas over regulating their own and children’s smartphone use in 
a multitude of situations. As parents, they felt responsible for children’s access to digi-
tal technologies, balancing hopes of pedagogical outcomes with fears of negative 
effects. They further faced overall responsibility for the totality of their children’s 
schedules and felt obliged to ensure that wholesome pursuits were not pushed aside for 
less valuable uses of time. In this context, phones and other mobile devices appeared, 
in the words of one informant, as “a treasure chest that you have to force shut as soon 
as you have opened it.”

These experiences can be interpreted as accentuating each family’s responsibility, but 
also as a route toward placing the problem within a societal context. Some blamed social 
change for placing them in a difficult situation:

The way I was raised was that when the weather was nice we should be outside. The kids cannot 
sit inside surfing on their phones, it’s dinner and homework, and then go out. Football, hanging 
around with friends, finding something to do. But kids today don’t know what it is to play 
anymore; they get bored so quickly. If you take away their phones, they are bored; they cannot 
have social interaction, they say. (Astrid, aged 43, secretary)

This informant allocated responsibility for the problem to conflicting discourses of 
childhood. She did not, however, accept the situation, but saw it as her role as a parent to 
reclaim childhood experiences that were otherwise lost, through enforcing rules of digi-
tal detox. Her narrative continues,

Over the holiday they got to use the phone two hours a day, choosing for themselves when that 
would be, and that was horrible. You really see how addicted they are. My daughter did not 
know what her friends were doing, she was a loner and an outsider, she said. But then a few 
days went by, and towards the end of the holiday, they did not ask for the phones at all! So, it is 
addictive, and for adults too. All the time . . . you have to check your phone, right? (Astrid, 
aged 43, secretary)

Astrid’s description confirms to the discourse of responsibilization, as she as a parent 
took responsibility for imposing constraints, yet she did not accept that the root of the 
problem lay solely in individual actions. Raising concerns about young people’s every-
day lives in an age of constant connectivity enabled people to discuss smartphone use 
as a cultural and social—if not political—concern, however, mostly as a lamentation 
about how social change had complicated their lives and made time management more 
urgent and difficult.
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Conclusion

The smartphone is a meta-medium designed for joining together and shifting between 
multiple purposes. Many of these purposes can be meaningfully realized very quickly, 
but in sum, the smartphone invites pervasive and adaptive uses, in-between and inter-
secting with other activities. Reflecting a steep increasing in use, the integration of 
smartphones in everyday life is fraught with ambivalences. We have analyzed user expe-
riences of this phenomenon, based on data from a qualitative study of 50 informants. 
Understanding time as a fundamental dimension of media use, we have argued that the 
concept temporal ambivalence captures essential aspects of everyday experiences with 
the smartphone, and thereby of time management in digital society.

We have developed the concept temporal ambivalence drawing on theories of flow 
and responsibilization, to further explain two dimensions of the phenomenon. The first 
dimension, conflicting flows, pinpoints contrasts between smartphone use and other 
flows in everyday life, and between experiences of flow as rewarding or wasteful, par-
ticularly emphasizing the temporal insecurity of smartphone checking cycles. The sec-
ond dimension, conflicting responsibilities, outlines the difficulties users face when 
managing conflicting flows, as strategies are exerted within everyday timeframes with 
its diverse demands, and through individualized attempts at solving a problem that goes 
beyond the self. Through our discussion, we consistently point to the complexities of 
everyday smartphone use. It is no easy matter to just spend less time on the phone.

Even in Norway, described as a “media welfare state” (Syvertsen et al., 2014), we find 
that a “welfarist” construction of the problem is not prominent. Instead, users reiterate 
the problem definition that is most often promoted in corporate discourse, that time is a 
personal resource to manage. Management techniques beyond sheer willpower involve 
updating smartphone settings, introducing spatiotemporal constraints and conducting 
social negotiations. Users describe how the regulatory efforts never end, as constant 
updates and competing social norms imply that measures must constantly be renegoti-
ated. Given the patterns of smartphone use that we have described, intertwined in every-
day life, as part of routines and in small time-gaps, often with low levels of attention and 
awareness—such self-regulation appears extremely difficult.

We can, therefore, conclude that while individual time management is often framed as 
the solution to temporal conflicts, such attempts are not experienced as sufficient, and for 
a good reason. With the ubiquity of smartphones, emblematic of an age of constant con-
nectivity, it seems ever more important for media research to contribute contextualized 
empirical analyses and further development of theoretical concepts, balancing hyper-
bolic views in public debate and yielding a better understanding of how this media tech-
nology matters for everyday life and society.
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